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Path Tags: Best Practices

For network operations, getting visibility into enterprise networks can be difficult. AppNeta is continually innovating and 
finding ways to bring you data faster. Tags are a part of a larger effort to help our customers categorize and understand 
their monitoring data, aligning it with how they think about their organization and how they want to be able to alert and 
report on that data in the future. 

With remote employees or distributed offices, triaging reported problems or investigating ongoing issues is difficult without 
intelligent sorting, filtering, and grouping in your monitoring data. Tags are key:value pairs that allow you to organize your 
data to help you gain the insights you need more quickly. Tags are used throughout AppNeta Performance Manager today 
and future updates and new dashboards will continue to make use of Tags in a variety of helpful ways.

DATASHEET

To that end, we’ve been tracking how customers have been utilizing Tags throughout the beta and release 
process to better guide new customers or existing customers who have not yet taken advantage of this 
powerful new feature set. Below we have a number of examples of how you can get up to speed quickly 
with Custom Tags.
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Categorize by Location 

City, state, and Country

A few places where a System Tag comes in handy is for basic 
geographics. This is based on the automatic geographic location 
of the Monitoring Point applying to Paths as well. Monitoring 
Point Location is set in the Manage Monitoring Points screen and 
is broken down into a few different helpful values for City, State, 
Province/County, or Country.

Custom Regions

To create groups or filterable views with concepts other than 
those found on your standard road map, you can use Custom 
Tags to create regional groups for Cardinal directions or 
continental zones like EMEA, APAC, or NAM. These allow you to 
isolate categories that you or other teams are responsible for 
and filter your views accordingly.

Customer Example: By using AppNeta’s Custom Tags and the Integration Engine enterprises are also able to import any 
CMDB information and apply that data as tags to all network paths. One customer’s central team is now able to see the 
service level of each site, the ISP, the Site IT Manager, and their Deputy to contact if there is an issue.

Group by Users or Use Cases

Applications

Tagging based on the application is a common tactic for tracking performance of business-critical apps across multiple 
sites or user bases. This allows teams to understand if specific apps have varying baselines across groups. Tagging can 
also be used to sort, filter, and group the Network Paths page for faster troubleshooting. 

• Application : Office 365, Workday, Salesforce CRM

• UCaaS Applications : Microsoft Teams, Zoom
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Configuration OptionsCompany Organization

Whether employees are co-located by department or specific offices serve specific 
functions, understanding performance across groups can be incredibly helpful. Teams 
often share a need for applications critical to their work and may have different 
expectations around performance. 

• Business Unit : Name

• Department : Finance, Marketing, Sales

• Teams : East Coast NA Sales, West Coast NA Sales, International Sales

Connection Type & ISP

Labelling paths by their connection can illuminate performance issues for apps or 
users that go through VPNs, proxies, or direct to the Internet. For remote employees 
identifying the ISP in a Tag is a great way to understand wider outages or trends in 
certain regions.

• ISP : Comcast, Verizon, Rogers

• Security : VPN, Direct-to-Internet, CASB

Devices

With remote employees understanding if issues are specific to their devices can be 
difficult. One way to identify device-specific issues is to use Tags to label Workstation 
Monitoring Points by device type.

• OS : Windows, Mac, Linux

• Model : 2020 MacBook Pro, Dell XPS

• Manufacturer : Apple, Dell, HP, Lenovo

• Site Type : Home Office, Regional Office, Headquarters

Customers

If your team supports internal employees as well as customers of your business then 
Tags can expand to encompass customer names, customer type, or customer codes 
that add an additional layer of insight.
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ABOUT APPNETA
AppNeta is the only network performance monitoring solution that delivers deep, actionable, end-to-end network performance data from the end-user perspective. With 
AppNeta’s SaaS-based solution, IT and Network Ops teams at large, distributed enterprises can quickly pinpoint issues that affect network and business-critical cloud 
application performance, regardless of where they occur. AppNeta is trusted by some of the biggest Fortune 1000 companies, including 3 out of the 5 largest corporations 
in the world, as well as 4 out of the 5 largest cloud providers. For more information, visit www.appneta.com
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Filter by Path Details

Path Target & Target Type

For multiple Paths focused on an application, site, or other monitoring target, 
users can group them to see if an issue is widespread or only occurring for 
specific connections. Target Types can be network, server, or client designations 
specific to certain devices.

Helpful Groups

Network Path Groups and Path Template Groups are another level to the 
hierarchy that can be used. If a customer already has these groups configured 
then using Tags can make it easier to sort and filter Path views to see Network or 
Web Paths that are in the same existing group.

Metrics

Certain metrics are already programmed in as System Tags so if you’re using something like QoS then you can quickly 
and easily identify Paths that are set for Expediting Forwarding (EF) or None with a DSCP of 0.

Monitoring Status

Also available as quick filters under the search bar of the Network Paths page, the Monitoring Status can filter down to 
Paths that have Connectivity Loss, a Diagnostic in Progress, are Disabled, Failed, or are in a Violated state. 

Metadata

Certain data about how a Path is configured is preset into AppNeta Performance Manager for ease of use. Items like 
Network Type can show LAN or WAN Paths, Path ID, as well as port information. AppNeta makes it easy to group by TCP/
UDP Destination Port or UDP Source Port by having these System Tags available to users by default.

Tags provide an unlimited number of ways to slice your network monitoring data for quicker insight into end-user 
experience and network performance. With Tags, AppNeta will push for more automated dashboards that will bring 
visibility to users faster.
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